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Prof. Mehdi Radjabalipour
Abstract: First, why are the two concepts comparable? This may be a controversial point being brought up in this talk. To be prepared, let us mention that while the base number was very welcomed by the mathematicians of the eastern hemisphere (Africa, Asia, and Europe), “infinity” was disgusted by most mathematicians and philosophers of the old world (except perhaps in India). Thousands of years ago, base numbers appeared naturally as 2, 5, 10, and 20, and artificially (if I dare the adverb modification) as 60; but “infinity” as a mathematical concept was officially introduced not until before Abraham Robinson published his book on nonstandard analysis in 1966. Maybe, this hatred of infinity causes you to believe that infinity was less natural. But we argue, here, that the simple mind of the early man accepted “infinity” as a “natural thing” (or perhaps “quantity”) and this was the sophisticated mind of the (later) philosophers who decided to go another way. Base numbers in the old world came as natural ways of handling the dual concepts of “infinity” and “infinitesimal”. In the western hemisphere (Central America), “Doomsday” came into the scene and the three concepts of “Infinity”, “Base number” and “Zero” collapsed into the single concept of “Doomsday” and, in the absence of any notion of fraction, no mention of infinitesimal appeared.
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